# STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

**DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA**  
**NOVEMBER 4, 2008**

## INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this:  

![Example oval filling](example.png)

### FEDERAL OFFICES

**PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JOHN MCCAIN**  
  Republican

- **SARAH PALIN**  
  Republican

- **BARACK OBAMA**  
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **JOE BIDEN**  
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **CYNTHIA MCKINNEY**  
  Green

- **ROSA CLEMENTE**  
  Green

- **ROGER CEDERUDD**  
  Socialist Workers

- **ALFIE MEYERS**  
  Constitution

**UNITED STATES SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JEAN RANKIN**  
  Libertarian

- **NORM COLEMAN**  
  Republican

- **AL FRAKES**  
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

- **CHARLES ALDERICH**  
  Libertarian

- **JAMES NIESWAND**  
  Rockefeller

**UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE**

- **JOHN KLINE**  
  Republican

- **STEVE BARH**  
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

**STATE OFFICES**

**STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 3B VOTE FOR ONE**

- **LYNN WATSON**  
  Republican

- **MIKE OBERMULLER**  
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

**CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT**

- **CLEAN-WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS**

- **SHALL the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources, to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, land birds, fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to protect, our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034?**

- **YES**

- **NO**

**CITY OFFICES**

**CITY OF EAGAN**

**COUNCIL MEMBER VOTE FOR UP TO TWO**

- **STYANNE FIELDS**  
  Republican

- **MELILEY**  
  Republican

- **RICK SULLIVAN**  
  Republican

**SPECIAL ELECTION FOR COUNCIL MEMBER**

To fill vacancy in term expiring January 2, 2011  

**VOTE FOR ONE**

- **KARL ANDERSON**  
  Republican

- **GARY RASMUSSEN**  
  Republican

**CITY QUESTION**

To vote for a question, fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for the question. To vote against a question, fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for the question.

**BONDS FOR LAND ACQUISITION**

Shall the City of Eagan be authorized to issue and sell its general obligation bonds in a principal amount not to exceed $10,250,000 for the purpose of acquiring all or any part of 120 acres of land formerly known as Carriage Hills Golf Course for public facilities, recreation, and open space uses?

- **YES**

- **NO**

**BY VOTING "YES" ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING FOR A PROPERTY TAX INCREASE.**

**VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**
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## JUDICIAL OFFICES

### SUPREME COURT
- **VOTE FOR ONE**
  - TIM TINGELSTAD
  - PAUL H. ANDERSON incumbent
  - JUDICIAL OFFICES

### ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - JOSEPH CARTER incumbent
  - NATHANIEL J. REITL

### ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - DEBORAH HEILAND
  - LORIE SKJERVEN GLOEJA incumbent

### COURT OF APPEALS

#### JUDGE 16
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN W. EIDE incumbent

#### JUDGE 17
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - EDWARD TOSAINT, JR. incumbent

#### JUDGE 18
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI incumbent

#### JUDGE 19
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - ROGER M. KLAPHAKE incumbent

#### JUDGE 20
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 21
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN G. ROSS incumbent

#### JUDGE 22
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 23
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - THOMAS W. BIBUS incumbent

#### JUDGE 24
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - THOMAS W. BIBUS incumbent

#### JUDGE 25
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - MARY THEISEN incumbent

### 1ST DISTRICT COURT
- **VOTE FOR ONE**
  - JOSEPH CARTER incumbent
  - NATHANIEL J. REITL

#### JUDGE 1
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - CAROL Hooten incumbent

#### JUDGE 2
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - ROBERT K. KING, JR. incumbent

#### JUDGE 3
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - EDWARD LYNCH incumbent

#### JUDGE 4
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - SHAWN MOYNIHAN incumbent

#### JUDGE 5
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN W. EIDE incumbent

#### JUDGE 6
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - EDWARD TOSAINT, JR. incumbent

#### JUDGE 7
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI incumbent

#### JUDGE 8
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - ROGER M. KLAPHAKE incumbent

#### JUDGE 9
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 10
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN G. ROSS incumbent

#### JUDGE 11
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 12
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN G. ROSS incumbent

#### JUDGE 13
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 14
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - KEVIN G. ROSS incumbent

#### JUDGE 15
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 16
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 17
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 18
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 19
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 20
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 21
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 22
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 23
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 24
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 25
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 26
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 27
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 28
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 29
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 30
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 31
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 32
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 33
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 34
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 35
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent

#### JUDGE 36
- VOTE FOR ONE
  - RICHARD C. PENNINS incumbent